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The nuclear quadrupole moment of 133Cs: Accurate relativistic coupled
cluster calculations for CsF within the point-charge model for nuclear
quadrupole moments
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The nuclear quadrupole moment~NQM! of the 133 isotope of Cs is not accurately known. This is
due to the fact that the electric field gradient~EFG! of Cs for the 6p1 2P3/2 excited state was only
estimated from the 6p^r 23& expectation value using Hartree–Slater calculations. CsF microwave
data yield a very accurate nuclear quadrupole coupling constant~NQCC!. We therefore decided to
perform relativistic coupled cluster calculations for CsF in order to obtain a more accurate value for
the Cs EFG. At the highest level of theory we obtain a NQM for the first vibrational-rotational state
of 23.43(10) mb which should be more accurate than the previously estimated value of
23.7(1.6) mb or29(4) mb. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02515-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear quadrupole moment~NQM! of cesium is not
accurately known. From high-resolution laser spectrosc
the spectroscopic hyperfine constantsA and B can be ob-
tained.A andB are the coefficients for the magnetic dipo
and electric quadrupole contributions to the hyperfine str
ture, respectively. Thibaultet al.1 measured aB value of
21.35(80) MHz for the Cs atom in the 6p1 2P3/2 excited
state. In combination with a Hartree–Slater calculati
which gives^r 23&6p51.227 a.u. for the 6p1 configuration,
they compute the NQM according to the formula

Qs@b#56.998•1023B~6p1 2P3/2!@MHz#529~4! mb.
~1!

Even if the measurement ofB can be done very accurately,
can be assumed that a Hartree–Slater calculation for th
6p1 electric field gradient~EFG! taking Sternheimer shield
ing into account causes considerable errors in the final NQ

Svanberg and Rydberg2 give a B value of 20.38(18)
which yields according to formula~1! a NQM of 22.7 mb.
A newer value ofB (20.53(2) MHz) was obtained by Tan
ner and Wieman in 19883 which leads according to~1! to a
NQM of 23.7 mb. These values can also be found in
NQM compilation of Raghavan4 and Pyykko¨ and Li.5

In order to predict an accurate value for the Cs NQM
more sophisticated method for calculating the EFG should
used. The Hartree–Slater method does not account corr
for electron correlation and relativistic effects which c
have a considerable contribution to the EFG. On the ot
hand, accurate nuclear quadrupole coupling const
~NQCC! for Cs are required. This constant can be measu
with high accuracy from rotational spectroscopy of diatom
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molecules and a compilation of133Cs19F results obtained by
different methods is given by English and Zorn.6 Hence we
decided to calculate the EFG for Cs in CsF including bo
relativistic and electron correlation effects.

Treating relativistic and electron correlation contrib
tions on the same footing is preferable but currently ve
laborious.8 To overcome the problem of calculating EFG
from expectation values we developed a point charge NQ
model~PCNQM! which allows for an accurate determinatio
of the EFG tensor taking both relativistic and electron cor
lation effects into account.9 Moreover, the PCNQM mode
can easily be applied for anyab-initio or density functional
program package.

In the PCNQM model the nuclear quadrupole is sim
lated by an appropriate arrangement of point charges clo
surrounding the nucleus, Fig. 1.9 This causes a perturbatio
to the electron distribution thus changing the total electro
energy. By varying the NQM the EFG can be obtained
numerical differentiation. In contrast to other approaches
ing the expectation value method, relativistic and elect
correlation contributions to the EFG tensor can be obtai
at any level of theory. Moreover, we have found that at b
the relativistic and nonrelativistic level the electron corre
tion energyEcor changes linearly with the NQM perturba
tion. This allows to add the corresponding contributions
the EFG according to

^C~Q!uqzzuC~Q!&05
dEHF~Q!

dQ U
0

1
1

2Q
~Ecor~1Q!

2Ecor~2Q!!, ~2!

whereQ is the numerically varied NQM,EHF is the Hartree–
Fock, Douglas–Kroll ~DK! or Dirac–Fock ~DF! energy
without electron correlation. This formula depends of cou
on the choice of the point charge arrangement as discuss
our previous paper.9 Therefore, the size and the displac
il:
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ments of the perturbing point charges have to be chosen
reasonable range. For the Cs nucleus with a nuclear siz
1.0531024 a.u. we chose the displacement of the perturb
charges from the center of the nucleus according to Fig.
d5131023 a.u. andQ5zd2 ranges from60.531026 a.u.
to 610.031026 a.u.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Cs basis

As a starting point for the cesium basis we used an ev
tempered set of exponents~see Tables I a, I b! which was
reoptimized at a nonrelativistic level by minimizing the tot
electronic energy for neutral Cs taking the restrictions of
four-component calculations into account. These restricti
concern the selection of exponents for fulfilling kinetic ba
ance in the Dirac–Fock case. The set ofd exponents is there
fore a subset of thes set, and thef exponents are taken from
thep set in a range reasonable for the corresponding ang
momentum function.10 Selecting exponents describing fun
tions with the same parity out of a common set reduces
size of the small component basis considerably and av
numerical instabilities caused by closely neighbou
exponents.11 Therefore this basis set belongs to the dual fa
ily type. The use of kinetic balance condition together w
basis set expansion techniques was discussed by se
other authors.10,12–17

The resulting optimized set was taken for both the o
component and four-component calculations which allo
for a good comparison of methodological aspects. The c
responding contraction coefficients in the one-compon
case were taken from atomic nonrelativistic and Dougla
Kroll no-pair calculations with theMOLCAS program
system.18–21 The Douglas–Kroll operator which was imple
mented into this program package allowed for a variationa
bound calculation of scalar relativistic effects.

The Cs occupied atomic orbitals were described by C
TO’s using a (28s20p15d)→@16s13p8d# scheme for all
one-component calculations. This basis will further be

FIG. 1. Point charge arrangement in the PCNQM model at the Cs nuc
used in the CsF molecule (d51023 a.u.).
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noted as Cs B1. We extended this basis by four uncontra
f functions to account for a better description of the mole
lar electron distribution. Since the EFG is a very sensit
property concerning small changes in the electron distri
tion it can be assumed that the addition off functions will
have some influence on the EFG. Calculations done with
extended basis will be denoted as Cs B2.

The contraction scheme for the four-component basis
is listed in Table I. The contraction scheme for fou
component wave functions is not as straightforward as in
one-component case because of the small component
traction and the spin–orbit coupling. We tried to resem
the one-component scheme in the large component of
Dirac–Fock basis as closely as possible. Without loss of
curacy compared to the uncontracted calculations it was p
sible to contract the 1s1/2,...,4s1/2 orbitals, the 2p1/2,
2p3/2,...,4p3/2 orbitals and the 3d3/2,...,4d5/2 orbitals. A
contraction of the 5p$1/2,3/2% orbitals led to convergence dif
ficulties in the SCF procedure and was therefore omitt
The number of contracted exponents per angular momen
was the same in the one-component and four-component
culations. The contraction scheme in the small componen
completely determined by the kinetic balance condition a
reads as follows: 3s←3p1/2, 6p←(4s1/2,2d3/2), 6d
←(3p1/2,3p3/2), 4f←(2d3/2,2d5/2), where the first number
in front of eachl symbol stands for the number of contract
small/large functions and the functions right to the arro
designate the parent function which creates a correspon
small component function due to kinetic balance. If the fo
uncontractedf functions are added to obtain an enlarg
four-component basis, additionalg functions will appear in
the small component. The corresponding smalld functions
are already available because they were not contracted.
easily realizes the advantage of such an exponent selec

To estimate the quality of the basis sets applied we p
formed contracted and uncontracted atomic calculations
compared the total electronic energy with numerical resu
The nonrelativistic Hartree–Fock limit for Cs i
27553.9336 a.u.22,23 Desclaux gives a relativistic value o
27779.91 a.u.,24 but this value includes the magnetic ter
of the Breit operator perturbationally which has oppos
sign to the relativistic energy correction. We did not consid
the Breit interaction in our results and the total energy
27786.775 06 a.u. calculated with theGRASP program
package25 was used for comparison applying a Gauss
nuclear charge distribution instead of a point nucleus. T
atomic total energy within a point nucleus approximati
was lowered by 0.2989 a.u. It is well known that a po
nucleus leads to higher exponents in the basis set expan
in contrast to the finite nucleus model. Using a finite nucle
causes the solution to be Gaussian at the origin becaus
basis set balance even at the origin can be fulfilled.26 The DK
routines ofMOLCAS use a point nucleus which explains th
high exponents in our scheme. We noted that additional h
s andp functions did not lower the energy significantly in a
atomic DK calculation and we therefore considered this ba
as saturated concerning scalar relativistic effects. Both
contracted and uncontracted four-component calculations
in excellent agreement with the numerical results for Cs~see

us
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TABLE I. ~a! Four-component basis set for cesium. Large component.~b! Small component. The orbitals in
parentheses designate the corresponding large component basis functions.

~a! Cesium basis for DF calculations, Large component

s exponents contraction coefficients

1s1/2 2s1/2 3s1/2 4s1/2

3214920223.00000 0.00000012 20.00000004 20.00000002 0.00000000
446516697.700000 20.00000186 0.00000065 0.00000029 20.00000013
70875666.300000 20.00002721 0.00000952 0.00000429 20.00000197
15079929.480000 20.00016261 0.00005710 0.00002576 20.00001187
2105785.120258 20.00069937 0.00024701 0.00011154 20.00005140
460171.931919 20.00198050 0.00070512 0.00031874 20.00014700
127119.335607 20.00568422 0.00204484 0.00092598 20.00042685
40799.940013 20.01540033 0.00560005 0.00253894 20.00117229
14591.457071 20.04012301 0.01490513 0.00678331 20.00312809
5680.220333 20.09560543 0.03673258 0.01678938 20.00777295
2361.524039 20.19836503 0.08276911 0.03836598 20.01773745
1047.722176 20.30694843 0.14813283 0.07018090 20.03283551
495.952248 20.31219770 0.19693019 0.09808658 20.04578539
235.392350 20.15314129 0.07037310 0.03390648 20.01692391
110.470629 20.01000754 20.37775156 20.27075156 0.14108940
55.324530 20.00391700 20.56150421 20.57379617 0.30964761

uncontracteds exponents
27.953002 13.770439 7.058655 3.157425 1.539335
0.557085 0.309088 0.140505 0.041580 0.021218
0.011254 0.006060

p exponents contraction coefficients

2p1/2 2p3/2 3p1/2 3p3/2

577652.986000 20.00026640 20.00000516 20.00012561 20.00000247
115530.597290 20.00065033 20.00004945 20.00030679 20.00002362
27171.785511 20.00197455 20.00035623 20.00093436 20.00017153
8673.096793 20.00485715 20.00182089 20.00230435 20.00087420
3205.886334 20.01442138 20.00803781 20.00692142 20.00390716
1291.126526 20.04271481 20.03083824 20.02073820 20.01511686
551.613498 20.11890981 20.09881079 20.05987304 20.05018224
246.925632 20.26450965 20.24288732 20.13912929 20.12884026
114.626624 20.39424559 20.39189619 20.22038298 20.22383594
54.629918 20.28854782 20.31925704 20.08618087 20.12719292
25.376480 20.06620701 20.08482539 0.38259096 0.33298767

p exponents contraction coefficients

4p1/2 4p3/2

577652.986000 0.00005640 0.00000111
115530.597290 0.00013774 0.00001059
27171.785511 0.00042003 0.00007748
8673.096793 0.00103505 0.00039247
3205.886334 0.00312299 0.00176824
1291.126526 0.00935356 0.00681842
551.613498 0.02729548 0.02291212
246.925632 0.06378751 0.05907479
114.626624 0.10321832 0.10516807
54.629918 0.02855083 0.05065452
25.376480 20.25021890 20.21737349

uncontractedp exponents
12.300938 5.876039 2.772643 1.287979 0.424439
0.157164 0.026739 0.009796 0.003319

d exponents contraction coefficients

3d3/2 3d5/2 4d3/2 4d5/2

2361.524039 0.00063753 20.00053833 0.00027949 20.00023673
495.952248 0.00570488 20.00591653 0.00243488 20.00251133
235.392350 0.01559526 20.01779881 0.00707630 20.00807738
110.470629 0.05846010 20.06800725 0.2529753 20.02933519
55.324530 0.12551862 20.15003251 0.05859986 20.07001333
27.953002 0.22906458 20.27803061 0.09610823 20.11682378
13.770439 0.22856120 20.28389151 0.09223115 20.11643743
 2009 to 130.216.12.217. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. ~a! ~Continued.!

d exponents contraction coefficients

7.058655 0.09955594 20.12693224 20.11308589 0.12973826
3.157425 0.01698568 20.02238024 20.29858077 0.36026370

uncontracted dexponents
1.539335 0.557085 0.309088 0.140505 0.02121
0.006060

f exponents uncontracted

12.300938 5.876039 2.772643 0.424439

TABLE I. ~b!

~b! Cesium basis for DF calculations, Small component

s exponents contraction coefficients

2p1/2 3p1/2 4p1/2

77652.986000 20.00010435 20.00004937 0.00002220
115530.597290 20.00037776 20.00017844 0.00008006
27171.785511 20.00114951 20.00054676 0.00024628
8673.096793 20.00293967 20.00139662 0.00062700
3205.886334 20.00725702 20.00349213 0.00157727
1291.126526 20.01651844 20.00802360 0.00361831
551.613498 20.03270085 20.01648229 0.00751646
246.925632 20.05075947 20.02672944 0.01225636
114.626624 20.05213468 20.02936239 0.01376056
54.629918 20.02648472 20.00795866 0.00264455
25.376480 20.00389304 0.02437019 20.01591255

uncontracteds exponents
12.300938 5.876039 2.772643 1.287979 0.424439
0.157164 0.026739 0.009796 0.003319

p exponents contraction coefficients

1s1/2 2s1/2 3s1/2 4s1/2

3214920223.00000 0.00000159 20.00000055 20.00000024 0.00000011
446516697.700000 20.00000735 0.00000256 0.00000115 20.00000053
70875666.300000 20.00002697 0.00000945 0.00000426 20.00000196
15079929.480000 20.00040096 0.00014012 0.00006316 20.00002911
2105785.120258 20.00139502 0.00048820 0.00022018 20.00010142
460171.931919 20.00335574 0.00117436 0.00052949 20.00024413
127119.335607 20.00722097 0.00253823 0.00114566 20.00052759
40799.940013 20.01417982 0.00500701 0.00226036 20.00104296
14591.457071 20.02563481 0.00922389 0.00417901 20.00192488
5680.220333 20.04187226 0.01555869 0.00707789 20.00327410
2361.524039 20.05917129 0.02390518 0.01103254 20.00509522
1047.722176 20.06297841 0.02947200 0.01390789 20.00650229
495.952248 20.04482123 0.02752278 0.01366956 20.00637683
235.392350 20.01529258 0.00702397 0.00341800 20.00170541
110.470629 20.00068084 20.02498393 20.01781343 0.00927465
550.324530 20.00019490 20.02647257 20.02694406 0.01453145

uncontractedp exponents
27.953002 13.770439 7.058655 3.157425 1.539335
0.557085 0.309088 0.140505 0.041580 0.021218
0.011254 0.006060

p exponents
~subset for smalld! contraction coefficients

(3d1/2) (4d1/2)
2361.524039 20.00059774 20.00026295
1047.722176 0.00000000 0.00000000
495.952248 20.00295568 20.00125896
235.392350 20.00598421 20.00271727
110.470629 20.01550421 20.00670624
55.324530 20.02391289 20.01116735
 2009 to 130.216.12.217. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. ~b! ~Continued.!

p exponents
~subset for smalld!

contraction coefficients

27.953002 20.03108242 20.01304360
13.770439 20.02184960 20.00882502
7.058655 20.00679268 0.00774843
3.157425 20.00077317 0.01368166

d exponents contraction coefficients

(2p1/2) (3p1/2) (4p1/2) (2p3/2)
577652.9860000 20.00010435 20.00004937 0.00002220 0.0000065
115530.597290 20.00037776 20.00017844 0.00008006 0.0000487
27171.785511 20.00114951 20.00054676 0.00024628 0.0002207
8673.096793 20.00293967 20.00139662 0.00062700 0.0007372
3205.886334 20.00725702 20.00349213 0.00157727 0.0021368
1291.126526 20.01651844 20.00802360 0.00361831 0.0054456
551.613498 20.03270085 20.01648229 0.00751646 0.0117043
246.925632 20.05075947 20.02672944 0.01225636 0.0195247
114.626624 20.05213468 20.02936239 0.01376056 0.0216255
54.629918 20.02648472 20.00795866 0.00264455 0.0122085
25.376480 20.00389304 0.02437019 20.01591255 0.00221322

d exponents contraction coefficients

(3p3/2) (4p3/2)
557652.986000 0.00000316 20.00000143
115530.597290 0.00002317 20.00001036
27171.785511 0.00010593 20.00004785
8673.096793 0.00035203 20.00015780
3205.886334 0.00103386 20.00046754
1291.126526 0.00265642 20.00119686
551.613498 0.00591851 20.00270010
246.925632 0.01031762 20.00472714
114.626624 0.01231448 20.00578304
54.629918 0.00486481 20.00194058
25.376480 20.00863978 0.00563601

uncontractedd exponents
12.300938 5.876039 2.772643 1.287979 0.424439
0.157164 0.026739 0.009796 0.003319

f exponents contraction coefficients

(3d3/2) (4d3/2) (3d5/2) (4d5/2)
2361.524039 0.00035363 0.00015556 20.00022852 0.00010050
495.952248 0.00174860 0.00074481 20.00120023 0.00050870
235.392350 0.00354030 0.00160756 20.00253820 0.00115144
110.470629 0.00917241 0.00396746 20.00667766 0.00287812
55.324530 0.01414705 0.00660669 20.01048439 0.00489027
27.953002 0.01838861 0.00771669 20.01382990 0.00580854
13.770439 0.01292640 0.00522095 20.00992677 0.00407104
7.058655 0.00401860 20.00458403 20.00317762 20.00324529
3.157425 0.00045741 20.00809418 20.00037538 20.00602984

uncontractedf exponents
1.539335 0.557085 0.309088 0.140505 0.021218
0.006060

g exponents~uncontracted!

12.300938 5.876039 2.772643 0.424439
g
nt
D
s

ne

h

y.
Table II!. The DK results for the atomic ground state ener
differ by approximately 6 a.u. from the four-compone
value. This is expected for heavier elements, since the
Hamiltonian is only accurate to a certain order. Neverthele
properties calculated by the DK and DF methods are ge
ally in very good agreement.27

In our previous considerations9 on CuF we noticed a
strong dependence of the EFG on the contraction lengt
 2009 to 130.216.12.217. Redistribution subject to AI
y
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TABLE II. Atomic energies for Cs calculated at different levels of theor

num. ~HF/DF! Cs B2 uncontr. Cs B2 contr.

NR
27553.9336 27553.9167 27553.9167

DK
- 27780.8101 27780.8101

DF
27786.7751 27786.7420 27786.7418
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the p functions. Since a high flexibility in thep functions
leads to a considerable increase of basis functions a com
mise concerning the contraction length had to be found.
this purpose a nonrelativistic one-component calculat
with the Cs B2/F B2 basis was performed. In Table III t
changes of the EFG expectation value with successive
contraction of thep functions can be found. According to th
Cs contraction scheme mentioned in this section 11 ex
nents out of 20 were contracted which yields a total num
of 13 p basis functions. The release of additionalp expo-
nents therefore adds one more basis function to thep set. As
can be seen from Table III even the release of four morp
exponents did not change the EFG considerably and th
fore no further decontraction was necessary.

B. F basis

For fluorine the original augmented correlation cons
tent valence triple-zeta basis set~aug-cc-pVTZ! created by
Dunning et al.28,29 was truncated and slightly modified fo
the four-component calculations. To keep the basis of m
erate size the original (11s6p3d2 f )→@5s4p3d2 f # con-
traction was changed to a (11s7p1d)→@5s4p1d# scheme
where the eight hardests and four hardestp exponents were
contracted. One hardp exponent of 128.1854 was added f
a better description of the spin–orbit coupling of the 2p
shell.30 This F B1 basis was used for most of the calcu
tions. Only a few calculations with the original large
@5s4p3d2 f # fluorine basis~denoted as F B2! were done
mainly for estimating the size-dependency of the fluor
basis set. Four-component calculations with the F B2 b

TABLE III. EFGs with respect to successive decontraction in thep set.n
→m denotes the contraction ofn primitives tom basis functions.

p set EFG@a.u.#

20→13 21.5703
20→14 21.5704
20→15 21.5703
20→16 21.5700
20→17 21.5699
Downloaded 25 Aug 2009 to 130.216.12.217. Redistribution subject to AI
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were not feasible. The contraction for the four-compon
calculations is similar to that of the cesium atom and is
scribed in our previous paper.9

C. Correlated calculations

In all correlated calculations the five lowest MOs whic
correspond mainly to the Cs (1s2s2p) core AOs were kept
frozen and virtual orbitals with an energy greater th
110 a.u. were excluded from the active orbital space. O
previous investigations on CuF have shown that the corr
tion energy behaves highly linearly with respect to the p
turbing quadrupole charges. Therefore, the additivity of c
relation and HF/DK/DF contributions to the EFG is justifie

With these basis sets the nonrelativistic HF energies
CsF are27653.443 867 a.u.~Cs B1/F B1!, 27653.447 858
a.u. ~Cs B2/F B1! and 27653.448 255 a.u.~Cs B2/F B2!
compared to the value of27651.752 731 a.u. obtained b
Davies using a (27s14p9d)→@18s10p5d# contraction
scheme for cesium and a (13s9p3d)→@6s4p3d# contracted
set for fluorine.31

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the calculation of the133Cs NQM, the nuclear quad
rupole coupling constant~NQCC! value of English and
Zorn6 for CsF was used~1.2370~13! MHz!. Other measure-
ments of the NQCC yielded 1.2383~6! MHz,32 1236.6~20!
kHz,33 and 1240~8! kHz.34 The NQM computes then accord
ing to the well known formula

e2qQ/h @MHz#5234.9647eq @a.u.#eQ @b#, ~3!

wheree2qQ/h stands for the NQCC given in MHz,eq for
the total EFG including the electronic and nuclear part fro
the other atoms, andeQ represents the desired NQM i
barns. The calculations were done at the experimental b
distance of 2.345 351 Å35 resulting in a nuclear contribution
to the Cs EFG of 0.206 753 3 a.u. The results are show
Table IV and V.

At the HF level a considerable change in the133Cs NQM
is obtained when extending the Cs basis from B1 to
~which corresponds to the addition off functions!. In the
nonrelativistic case this leads to a decrease of20.31 mb
the
TABLE IV. One-component HF and DK results with fluorine basis B1 only. The first column gives
electronic contribution and the second one is the resulting total EFG including the nuclear part.

Method

EFG~Cs! Cs B1/F B1 EFG~Cs! Cs B2/F B1

Contrib. @a.u.# EFG @a.u.# NQM @mb# Contrib. @a.u.# EFG @a.u.# NQM @mb#

NR
HF 21.6789 21.4721 23.58 21.5727 21.3659 23.89
MP2 10.0928 21.3793 23.82 10.0068 21.3600 23.88
CCSD 10.0402 21.4319 23.68 10.0124 21.3535 23.89
CCSD~T! 10.0754 21.3967 23.77 10.0397 21.3262 23.97

DK
HF 21.9429 21.7361 23.04 21.8279 21.6211 23.25
MP2 10.1248 21.6113 23.27 10.0245 21.5966 23.30
CCSD 10.0546 21.6815 23.13 10.0041 21.6170 23.26
CCSD~T! 10.0974 21.6387 23.22 10.0380 21.5831 23.33
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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whereas in the DK and DF case a decrease of20.21 mb was
calculated. Since the inclusion of high angular moment
functions is very expensive especially in the four-compon
calculations we checked the influence of additional high
gular momentum functions on the EFG at the DK level. A
dition of one harder and one softer uncontractedf function to
the Cs B2 basis set with the exponents 25.750 863
0.157 164 reduced the EFG at the DK level fro
21.6211 a.u. to21.6097 a.u. This corresponds to a chan
of the NQM of 20.02 mb and can be considered negligib
Addition of a correlatingg function with the exponen
0.424 439 gave no further change of the EFG on DK-
level. In contrast to a negligible change on the HF level
expected a higher change of the EFG at the correlated l
because of the additional virtual orbitals which beco
available within the allowed energetic range (evirt

<10 a.u.). The estimation of additional correlation effe
was computationally feasible only at the MP2 level. One c
see in Table IV that a MP2 treatment gives a better res
blance of the CCSD~T! correlation contributions than a sep
rate CCSD calculation and should therefore be a reason
choice. After adding the twof functions the EFG at the
MP2 level changed from21.5966 a.u. to21.5611 a.u.
(10.0355 a.u.) which corresponds to a lowering of t
NQM from 23.30 mb to23.38 mb. A further but much
smaller increase of the EFG to21.5521 a.u.~decrease of the
NQM to 23.40 mb! was calculated after the addition of on
g function. It is therefore justified to neglect the influence
g functions even when they allow for correlation with thef
functions. The total effect on the EFG with two additionaf
and one additionalg function can therefore be estimated

TABLE V. Highly correlated DK calculations with the large F basis B2.

Method

EFG~Cs! Cs B2/F B2

Contrib. @a.u.# EFG @a.u.# NQM @mb#

NR
HF 21.5695 21.3627 23.86
MP2 10.0229 21.3398 23.93

DK
HF 21.8245 21.6177 23.26
MP2 10.0509 21.5668 23.36
CCSD 10.0216 21.5961 23.30
CCSD~T! 10.0610 21.5567 23.39
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'10.0445 a.u.(20.1 mb). These additionalf and g func-
tions will be used for estimating basis set deficiencies
will not be applied in all subsequent calculations in order
keep the basis set at a tractable size.

Addition of f functions on fluorine yields only a negli
gible change in the NQM (F B1→F B2). We therefore de-
cided that a larger fluorine basis would not be necessary
an accurate determination of the Cs EFG. There is an ex
lent agreement in the Cs EFGs between the DK and
results. The biggest four-component calculation feasible w
the one using the Cs B2/F B1 basis set including the sm
small (SS/SS) integrals~denoted asSS for the following!.
Comparing the computed NQM with the value neglecting
SS integrals shows that the difference is less than 0.01
and within the accuracy of the PCNQM method. Gene
considerations which treat the possibility of neglectingSS
integrals can be found elsewhere.36–38 Visscher points out
that a Coulomb correction instead of a fullSSintegral com-
putation yields results for the geometry and spectrosco
constants which are in very good agreement with the
treatment.38 Saueet al. applied this method to CsAu with a
deviation in the equilibrium bond length of only 0.08 pm an
0.2 cm21 in the harmonic frequency.11 For our EFG calcula-
tions a Coulomb correction was not necessary as can be
in Table VI. According to the PCNQM method the EFG
computed by using the first derivative of the electronic e
ergy with respect to the perturbing quadrupole charges
the constant shift in the total electronic energy caused by
SS integrals is obviously little influenced by this perturb
tion.

The MP2 correction to the NQM is considerable for t
small Cs basis~B1! in contrast to the small correction ob
tained with the larger Cs B2 basis set. Compared to the
value the corrections from CCSD are much smaller than
corrections including the triples perturbatively which sho
that the triples are not negligible in EFG calculations. Sin
this is the highest level of correlation performed for CsF
will try to verify the additivity of the electron correlation an
relativistic contributions for this case. For the nonrelativis
case the difference between the HF and CCSD~T! calculation
is 20.19/20.08 mb for the~Cs B1,F B1!/~Cs B2,F B1! sets.
The corresponding differences at the DK level are20.18/
20.08 mb for the same basis sets. The difference for
e SS
TABLE VI. Four-component calculations with the different cesium basis sets and examination of th
contributions. The values in parentheses are the threshold values for the SS integral cutoff.

Method

Cs B1 EFGs Cs B2 EFGs

Contrib. @a.u.# EFG @a.u.# NQM @mb# Contrib. @a.u.# EFG @a.u.# NQM @mb#

including SS integrals (1026)

DF 21.9436 21.7368 23.03 21.8317 21.6249 23.24
including SS integrals (1028)

DF 21.9433 21.7365 23.03 21.8317 21.6249 23.24
neglecting SS integrals

DF 21.9443 21.7375 23.03 21.8325 21.6257 23.24
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Cs B2/F B2 sets was calculated only for comparison a
amounts to20.13 mb. As mentioned before, extending the
basis lowers the NQM insignificantly and is within the n
merical accuracy of the PCNQM method.

In general, the changes in the EFG are considerable a
turning to a relativistic calculation of the wave functio
Since the EFG operator behaves proportional tor 23 changes
of the wave function in the core region would have the la
est effect on the EFG and therefore the direct relativis
effects become most important.7 In order to perform DK cal-
culations a transformation to the momentum space has t
performed and yields a two-component no-pair reformu
tion of the original four-component Dirac equation with
decoupling of the small and large component up to a cer
accuracy. Within this picture change one has also to tra
form the EFG operator which is a considerable task co
pared to the much simpler Coulomb operators already r
tinely implemented. As Kello¨ and Sadlej pointed ou
recently39 there are different approximations in treating t
various operators in the framework of the picture change
very convenient way is the calculation of the expectat
value of the untransformed perturbational operator using
two-component wave function of the unperturbed tra
formed Hamiltonian which corresponds to the neglect of
picture change for the perturbation operator. This appro
mation performs very well in situations mainly determin
by the valence orbitals such as dipole moments
polarizabilities.40 In spite of that Kello¨ and Sadlej got a con
siderable deviation for the EFG comparing the neglect
picture change for the EFG operator with the value obtai
by the PCNQM method which includes the picture chang39

This also holds for our results calculated within the D
framework. The EFGs without the nuclear part for t
Cs B1/F B1, Cs B2/F B1 and Cs B2/F B2 are21.9429 a.u.,
21.8279 a.u., and21.8245 a.u. using the PCNQM metho
compared to the expectation values of22.0648 a.u.,
21.9388 a.u., and21.9341 a.u.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the contributions to the EF
without the nuclear part at the nonrelativistic and relativis
level with respect to the internuclear distanceR. In the non-
relativistic case where a picture change does not occur
PCNQM results agree perfectly with the expectation val
over the field gradient operator. The DK results are alw
energetically deeper than the HF values and both of th
tend to zero in the limit of large internuclear distances
expected. The closed shell formalism does not describe
dissociation process correctly and gives a Cs1/F2 limit.
Therefore the Cs EFG should be zero at large distance
this would also be the case for a homolytic fragmentati
Cs1F.

The MP2 contribution to the EFG has the same trend
the NR and DK case and has the opposite trend as the
contributions for small distances.

Since the DK result for the Cs B2/F B1 set is nea
identical to the DF value we could use the one-compon
calculations for the vibrational-rotational contributions. F
this purpose we used the potential curve and EFGs at M
level. For 21 points in the bond distance range of 3.432
to 8.432 a.u. a MP2 potential curve was calculated wit
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minimum at 4.484 a.u.~exp. 4.432 070 6 a.u.! and the corre-
sponding EFG values were evaluated at the MP2 level
Fig. 3 the curve for the EFG at the DK/MP2 level is show
For these calculations we had to restrict ourselves to
MP2 treatment of the EFG because a 21 point coupled c
ter calculation would be very computer time consuming. T
vibrational averaging including the five lowest vibration
states yielded the following values for the total EFG:

FIG. 2. Different electronic contributions to the EFG with respect to t
bond distance applying the PCNQM model~Fig. 1!. DK: Douglas–Kroll,
DR(MP2): relativistic contribution at the MP2 level obtained from HF an
DK results.^HF&: EFG calculated by using the HF expectation value ov
the EFG operator.

FIG. 3. Total EFG (qel1qnuc) at the DK/MP2 level with respect to the bon
distance.
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^EFG&av
MP2521.596620.001910.020 01~n1 1

2!

20.000 214 3~n1 1
2!

2, ~4!

where a fit up to the second vibrational level was done.
observed that the electronic contributions to the EFG had
biggest influence on the vibrational contributions compa
to the nuclear part. For the ground state (n50) the EFG is
therefore shifted from 21.5966 a.u. ~EFG at r e! to
21.5884 a.u. which corresponds to a change of20.01 mb
and can be considered negligible.

As our final value for the EFG we take th
DK Cs B2/F B1 CCSD~T! value corrected by spin–orbit ef
fects ~SO! and further correlation contributions due to ba
set incompleteness error~BSIE! where approximate additiv
ity of these effects was assumed.

EFGtot5EFGDK
CCSD~T!1DEFGSO1DEFGBSIE

521.5831 a.u.20.0046 a.u.10.0445 a.u.

521.5432 a.u. ~5!

Inserting this value in the formula~4! for vibrational averag-
ing one yields

^EFG&av521.543220.001910.020 01~n1 1
2!

20.000 214 3~n1 1
2!

2 ~6!

which gives21.5351 a.u. forn50 and a corresponding fina
NQM of 23.43(10) mb. The error given in parenthesis
estimated from Eq.~5!, i.e., we assumed that higher ord
contributions than triples to CCSD are smaller than
triples contributions and further extension of the basis
will lead to errors smaller thanDEFGBSIE. To compare this
formula with the experimentally given vibrational contrib
tion to the NQCC35

NQCC~133Cs!51245.2216.2~n1 1
2!10.31~n1 1

2!
2 ~7!

we multiplied Eq.~6! with the appropriate conversion facto
to exactly obtain the first coefficient. This gives216.31 and
10.173 for the (n1 1

2) and (n1 1
2)

2 coefficients, respec
tively, which is in very good agreement for the first tw
coefficients.
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